BioID: A Proximity-Dependent Labeling Approach in Proteomics Study.
Biological activities are mainly executed by proteins and in most of the occasions these activities are accomplished by protein complexes or through protein-protein interactions (PPI). So it is critical to reveal how the protein complexes are organized and demonstrate the PPIs involved in the biological processes. In addition to the traditional biochemical approaches, proximity-dependent labeling (PDL) has recently been proposed to identify the interacting partners of a given protein. PDL requires the fusion expression of the target protein with an enzyme which catalyzes the attachment of a reactive molecule to the interacting partners in a distance-dependent manner. Further analysis of all the proteins that are modified by the reactive molecule discloses the identity of these proteins which are presumed to be interacting partners of the target protein. BioID is one of those representative PDL methods with the most widely applications. The enzyme used in BioID is a biotin ligase BirA which catalyzes the biotinylation of target protein with the presence of biotin. Through streptavidin-mediated pull-down and mass spectrometry analysis, the interacting protein candidates of a given protein can be obtained.